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COMP 141

Strings
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Announcements
• Program 6 has been assigned

– Due Sunday, April 5th by 11:55pm via Moodle

• Solutions to File Reading Lab, Problems 2-4 in box folder.
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Basic String Operations

• Many types of programs perform operations on strings

– So far we’ve only really seen strings as input/output

• In Python, many tools for examining and manipulating strings

– Strings are sequences, so many of the tools that work with 
sequences work with strings

Strings are built from characters
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Accessing Characters

Each character in a string is numbered by its position:

The numbers shown here above the characters are called indices
(singular: index) or positions.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

“C” “o” “m” “p” “u” “t” “e” “r”

myString = “Roses are red”
ch = myString[6] #ch is now equal to ‘a’
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Accessing Characters
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

“C” “o” “m” “p” “u” “t” “e” “r”
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Accessing Characters
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

“C” “o” “m” “p” “u” “t” “e” “r”

String are immutable (unchangeable)
- Once they are created, they cannot be changed
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Accessing Characters
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

“C” “o” “m” “p” “u” “t” “e” “r”
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Another Example

name = input(“What is your name?”)

initial = name[0]

print(“The first initial of your name 
is”, initial)

Sample Output:

What is your name? Catie

The first initial of your name is C
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Getting the Length of a String

• IndexError exception will occur if:

– You try to use an index that is out of range for the string

– Likely to happen when loop iterates beyond the end of the 
string

• len(string) function can be used to obtain the length of a string

– Useful to prevent loops from iterating beyond the end of a string

myString = “Hello World”

n = len(myString)

print(myString[n+1]) #This will cause an IndexError

print(myString[n]) #This will also cause an IndexError

Getting the Length of a String

• Assume s is a string variable
• len (s) returns the length of s
• len(“Computer”) returns 8
• len(“A B C”) returns ??? 
• len(“”) returns ??? 
• len uses return, meaning if you want to capture the length, 

you should save the return value in a variable
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Loops over Strings
• Wanting to be able to access characters one at a time 

naturally leads to using a for loop to process strings

Suppose we have a string variable named s. (You don't 
know what actual characters are stored in s, though.)

• What is the first numerical position in s?

• What is the last numerical position in s?

Loops over Strings
• Wanting to be able to access characters one at a time 

naturally leads to using a for loop to process strings

Suppose we have a string variable named s. (You don't 
know what actual characters are stored in s, though.)

• What is the first numerical position in s? 0

• What is the last numerical position in s? len(s)-1

#Assume s is a string variable

for pos in range(?, ?):

#do something with s[pos]

Loops over Strings
• Wanting to be able to access characters one at a time 

naturally leads to using a for loop to process strings

Suppose we have a string variable named s. (You don't 
know what actual characters are stored in s, though.)

• What is the first numerical position in s? 0

• What is the last numerical position in s? len(s)-1

#Assume s is a string variable

for pos in range(0, len(s)):

#do something with s[pos]

Example

s = “orange”

for pos in range(0, len(s)):

print(s[pos])

0 1 2 3 4 5

“o” “r” “a” “n” “g” “e”
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Practice
1. Write a loop to count the number of capital 

letter A’s in a string.
2. Write a loop to count capital or lowercase A’s.
3. Write a loop to print every other character in a 

string, starting with the first.
4. Write a loop to print all the letters in a string in 

reverse order
• Challenge: Write a loop to print the letters of a 

string in forward order intermixed with backward 
order (alternating between forward/backward). 
e.g., for “abcde” you would print aebdccdbea

Solutions to 2-4 in Box folder: stringPractice.py 
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String Testing Methods Example using isupper()
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String Modification Methods Example using lower()

shape = input(“Enter shape: Sphere or Cube ”)

shape = shape.lower()

if shape == ‘sphere’ or shape == ‘cube’:

validShape = True

else:

validShape = False
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